
 
 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

       

  

         

    

  

   

  

      

  

 

  

  

 

   

 

            

    

        

  

     

 

  

  

Board Meeting

Wednesday 25 March 2020

(see Basecamp for arrangements)

Agenda

1) Welcome and apologies

2) Declarations of interest

3) Minute of the Board meeting of Wednesday 26 February 2020 (enclosed)

4) Matters arising (paper enclosed)

5) Business development

a) Delivery Plan - progress to date (paper enclosed)

b) Business Plan review (paper enclosed)

6) Housing management activity

7) Property maintenance activity

• No additional items

8) Financial matters (paper enclosed)

9) Operational matters (paper enclosed)

a) Regulatory compliance and financial health check (paper enclosed)

  b) Minute of the Audit Committee of Wednesday 26 February 2020 (enclosed)

10) Any other business

a) Publication of Board papers

b) Date of next Board meeting – Wednesday 29 April 2020 
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Minute of the Board meeting held on Wednesday 26 February 2020 at 5.30pm in Main 

Street, Ayr  

 

Present:  Tenant Members 

   Frances Maguire 

   Kenny George 

   Myra Nicol 

   Amanda Bryan  

          

   Community Members 

Simon Leslie – Chair  

   Rhonda Leith – from item 8 

   Gemma Collins 

   Bobby Pyper 

    

   In Attendance 

   Jim Whiston (except item 9a) 

Kirsty Broadfoot – Minutes (except item 9a) 

David McGivern (except item 9a) 

   

1. Apologies 

Apologies were received from David Porte and Mike Tomlinson. 

 

2. Declarations of interest 

No matters were raised. 

 

3. Minute of the Board meeting held on Wednesday 29 January 2020 

 The Minutes of the meeting held on 29 January 2020 were accepted as a true 

record and were proposed by Frances Maguire and seconded by Myra Nicol.   

 

4. Matters arising 

 Jim suggested that the issue of committee membership should be discussed more 

in connection with the new Board development and training plan. 1 

 

5. Business Development 

 

 5a. Minute of the Development Committee of 12 February 2020 

 
1 Include review of committees in Board development report. 

 

 
 

Board Meeting – Wednesday 25 March 2020 

 

Agenda Item: 3 

 

Subject: Minutes of Board Meeting 26 February 2020 

 

Prepared by: Kirsty Broadfoot 
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The Board noted the Minute. Jim confirmed that he had posted a response 

to Mike with an update on current projects.  

   

6. Housing management activity 

 

 6a. Proposed rent increase 

David explained that the assumed increase, which has been incorporated 

into the budget for consideration is 2.9%. 

 

There has been a similar response to last year’s rent consultation with the 

majority (80%) agreeing with the suggested increase.  

 

David highlighted the comments which tenants had made on the 

consultation. Frances asked about the some of the comments regarding 

improvement works. David confirmed that £1M would be spent on such 

work this year. A general discussion took place around the cyclical 

maintenance programme and energy efficiency.  

 

The Board approved the recommended increase of 2.9%. 

 

 6b. Former Tenants’ Accounts and Sundry Debtors – Bad Debts and Write-offs 

The Board approved the recommended write-offs. 

 

 6c. Minute of the Tenancy Matters Panel held on Wednesday 29 January 2020 

  The Board noted the Minute. 

 

7. Property maintenance activity 

 No items were discussed. 

 

8. Financial matters 

 

8a. Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020-21 

 

Jim covered Alan’s comprehensive presentation on the key elements, 

assumptions and projected outcomes of the proposed budget for 2020-21. 

He summarised the risks – the pressure on budgets, particularly with the 

impending increase in costs due to the new repairs contract, economic 

uncertainty, inflation and interest rates, and the financial burdens on our 

tenants. Jim went on to discuss the importance of guaranteeing the health 

and safety of our tenants. A new Health and Safety Policy will be adopted in 

June. Jim advised that the cost of repairs could be £300k more next year 

and this will require careful management.   

 

Jim gave a graphical representation of the 30-year projections and explained 

what impact a lower rent increase would have. He spoke of the need to be 

able to provide security to lenders for future development. This was provided 

within an overview of our risk management strategy. 

 

In conclusion, Jim advised that our focus for the next year is to provide value 

for money as we deliver the objectives of the Business Plan. He confirmed 
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that the association would remain financially strong on the basis of the 

recommended budget and long-term financial plan. 

 

The Board agreed the Budget for financial year 2020-21. 

 

9. Operational matters 

A Meeting of the Health and Safety Committee took place on 12 February. A briefing 

on health and safety is being held on 4 March. 

 

Jim updated the Board that a Letter of Engagement had come from the new auditor. 

This had been reviewed by the Audit Committee and required to be signed by the 

Chair. Simon duly signed this.  

 

A meeting of the Community Grants Committee is to be held in March or April. 2 

Bobby suggested circulating the criteria each time a proposal comes out.  

 

9a. Grading review 

The Board agreed to approve the implementation of EVH’s 

recommendations as previously discussed. 

 

 9b. Board and Director effectiveness 

Jim covered the various points. A date is to be claimed for Jim’s next review 

meeting. 3 

 

 9c. Minute of the Health and Safety Committee of 12 February 2020 

  The Board noted the Minute. 

 

10  Anny other business 

 

 10a  Publication of Board papers 

The Board agreed to publish the papers with the exception of the personal 

details in paper 6b and the specific covenant requirements in paper 8a.  

  

10b. Date of next Board meeting  

Wednesday 25 March 2020. 

 

 

There was no further business and the meeting closed at 6.35pm with a vote of 

thanks to the Chair. 

 

 

 

 

Signed       Dated 

 

 
2 Kirsty to organise this. 
3 Jim to organise a date for his review. 
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Board Meeting – 25 March 2020 

 

Agenda item: 4 

 

Subject:  Matters arising including outstanding matters from earlier meetings 

 

 Prepared by Jim Whiston 

 

 

Ref Date Subject Progress Complete? Due by Board: 

B483 29/1/20 Committee membership Current list sent to members to review. Will 

then be reissued. 

Yes March 2020 

B484  26/2/20 Committee structure To be discussed as part of the Board 

development report in April. 

No April 2020 

 

Completed Items will be removed from the following month’s report.  An archive of previous reports is retained for reference within the bound Board 

papers. 
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Board Meeting – 25 March 2020 

Agenda Item: 5a 

Subject: Delivery Plan – progress to date 

Prepared by: Jim Whiston 

 

2019 – 2020 Delivery Plan progress 

The Board requires regular reports on progress in achieving the tasks set out in the annual Delivery Plan. Reports are scheduled for the 

August, October, January and March Board meetings. The March report provides an overview of the year’s performance. 

The Board is asked to review the attached report. Generally, good progress continues to be achieved against the tasks.  

With regard to the key performance indicators, the Board is referred to the quarterly performance reports for a fuller commentary. Year-end 

figures are reported in the May performance report. 

Where possible each “indicator of success” has been colour coded from green through yellow to red. This indicates respectively task 

complete, work in hand at a satisfactory rate, and either outstanding or requiring further work.  
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Providing excellent service 

 

We will provide a responsive service to tenants and other users that: 

• Surpasses tenants’ expectations 

• Ensures fair access to housing and sustains tenancies  

• Guarantees high levels of satisfaction and active engagement 

Work area Task  Indicator of success When  Progress to date 

Engagement 

and service 

assurance 

Support for scrutiny 

panel 

Active group – at least one topic a 

year. 

March 2020 A new panel has selected a topic to 

investigate. 

Settling-in visits 95% of tenants satisfied with the 

quality of their home and our services. 

March 2020 See performance report of new 

reporting format 

Charter report Active tenant engagement to ensure 

its relevance. 

September 

2019 

Feedback form in report to influence 

future reports. 

Increase breadth of 

satisfaction 

reporting 

Quarterly reporting to include 

feedback from new tenants, on aids 

and adaptations and money advice. 

March 2020 See new tables on the performance 

report. 

Annual rent review At least 25% increase on previous 

tenants’ response rate. Board 

decision reflects tenants’ feelings on 

value. 

March 2020 62% increase in responses over two 

years.  

Three yearly 

independent surveys 

Confirms value for money and equal 

opportunities. 

March 2020 Report considered by the Board in 

November. Continued positive feedback 

on the value of services etc. 

My Home 20% household take up in first year. March 2020 Presently, just under a third. 
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Work area Task  Indicator of success When  Progress to date 

Engagement 

and service 

assurance 

Repairs service Emergency repairs: 97% within 4 

hours. 

Emergency completion time: 4 hours. 

Other repairs: 96% completed on time. 

Other repairs average: within 6 days. 

Gas safety: 100% compliance.  

Satisfaction level: minimum 90%. 

Right first time: 90% of jobs. 

Appointments kept: minimum of 95% 

of jobs. 

March 2020 Generally sound performance taking 

account of temporary arrangements 

following JD Thomson’s demise, see the 

quarterly performance report. 

Repairs 

appointments 

50% of all jobs. March 2020 See the quarterly performance report. 

 

Work area Task  Indicator of success When  Progress to date 

Sustaining 

tenancies 

 
 

Integrated tenancy 

management 

Current arrears at 1.75% of gross 

rent. 

90% of tenancies sustained for more 

than 12 months. 

March 2020 See the quarterly performance report. 

Aids and Adaptations Grant fully utilised.  

Fully recorded on SDM. 

March 2020 Initial report on satisfaction in the 

January performance report. 

Completion of recording on SDM being 

progressed. 

Accessing housing 

support and other 

services 

Signposting and service agreements 

in place. 

March 2020 Being maintained via newsletters, 

website and social media, and personal 

contact. Additional information on 

domestic abuse. 

Maximising our 

tenants’ income and 

financial welfare 

Number of cases. 

Demonstrate financial gains. 

March 2020 Continued excellent performance. 

Report in the January performance 

report. 
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Work area Task  Indicator of success When  Progress to date 

Access to 

housing 

Accessible 

application process  

Feedback within 15 days of applying. 

40% online. 

March 2020 Target should be 10 days which is 

being achieved.  

Turning around lets Average re-let time less than 16 

days.  

Rent loss less than 0.8% of rent due. 

March 2020 Good performance, see the 

performance report. 

Assisting the Council 

in meeting needs of 

the homeless  

25% referrals in overall lets. March 2020 Working with SAC to support a housing 

first project. 

Create supported 

housing 

opportunities with 

South Ayrshire 

Health and Social 

Care Partnership 

and voluntary 

agencies 

At least one core and cluster project 

committed. 

March 2020 We continue to work in partnership to 

provide a core and cluster of 12 flats at 

Elba Street with the South Ayrshire 

Health and Social Care Partnership. 
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Quality homes 

We will: 

• Maintain our houses to the highest standard 

• Create new homes of quality 

Work area Task Indicator of success When  

Maintaining our 

houses to the 

highest 

standard 

Ensuring 

compliance with 

SHQS 

Fully funded Asset Management Plan. June 2019 Revision of the Plan approved in 

June.  

Preparing for 

EESSH 2 

Action plan put in place. June 2019 Action plan target agreed to have 

delivery strategy fully in place by 

June 2020. 
 

Work area Task Indicator of success When  

Creating new 

homes  

Secure a 

pipeline of 

developments 

Maintain at 50 plots a year. March 

2020 

Currently 167 plots. 

Meeting 

aspirations cost 

effectively 

In use feedback informs Design Guide. 

Awards secured. 

March 

2020 

New Design Guide published which 

incorporates feedback 

commitments. Revised feedback 

form being prepared. 

Sustainable 

programme of 

acquisitions and 

completions 

50 a year. March 

2020 

Target meet. 
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Thriving communities 

We will engage with residents in our neighbourhoods and throughout Ayrshire by: 

• Ensuring our neighbourhoods remain popular places 

• Empowering our communities 

• Equality of access 

• Working with the voluntary sector partners 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Excellent 

neighbourhoods 

Maintaining the 

amenity of our 

estates 

70% tenants satisfied.  

Tenant informed improvement 

scheme in place. 

 

March 

2020 

Working group developing 

devolved budgeting. 

 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Empowering our 

communities 

Active 

engagement 

One collaboration with communities 

or the Councils. 

March 

2020 

We are developing partnerships 

with SAC on housing first and 

with the SAHSCP on supported 

housing. We continue to pursue 

opportunities with the voluntary 

sector. 

Supporting 

resident 

initiatives 

through our work 

Two neighbourhood initiatives 

supported each year. 

 

March 

2020 

We continue to give active 

support to community initiatives 

in Lochside and Newton (eg 

community safety, tidy-ups and a 

community lunch) and the South 

Ayrshire Fun Day.  

Supporting our 

tenants’ 

participation in 

community 

activity 

50% of grants to organisations in 

which our tenants are active. 

 

March 

2020 

If we include organisations in 

areas where there is significant 

stock, 5 out of 8 since April. 
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Community 

benefits through 

procurement  

50% of framework contracts with 

benefits. 

March  

2020 

Will report as part of the annual 

procurement review. 

Ensure equal 

access to our 

services 

Equalities action plan and 

engagement strategy in place. 

March 

2020 

New Equalities and Human 

Rights Policy adopted. 

 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Inclusive 

communities 

Capacity building Grants allocated. 

Other grants levered in. 

Number benefiting. 

Usage of the hub (days). 

March 

2020 

8 grants awarded since April.  

 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Partnerships with 

the educational 

and voluntary 

sectors 

Joint projects  35 individuals supported. 

Usage of the hub (days). 

March 

2020 

Will endeavour to find partner 

given the delay with the hub. 
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A forward looking and sustainable association 

To ensure that our Board and staff can: 

• Respond positively to change 

• Always be open to feedback and new ideas 

• Ensure fairness in our work 

• Build on enthusiasm and skills to deliver ever better projects and services 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

A strong and 

forward-

looking Board 

To reflect 

breadth of our 

communities 

and tenants 

Competition for places. 

Links to tenant and broad community 

engagement. 

Attendance at community events. 

Ten new community members. 

September 

2019 

Ballots in both constituencies. 

Community events supported in 

Lochside and Newton. 

Well attended 

and effective 

Board 

meetings 

Minimum 75% attendance (with remote 

communication facility). 

100% participation in Board review 

process. 

September  

2019 

Attendance at 78% for 2019-2020 

session to date.  

 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Equality of 

access 

Ensure 

fairness in our 

work 

Services compliant through regular 

auditing and benchmarking. 

March 2020 New Equalities and Human Rights policy 

provides for equality impact statements. 

Necessary 

skills  

Annual equalities plan for Board and 

staff. 

October 2019 Next review due in June 2020. 
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Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

A 

knowledgeable 

and energetic 

staff team 

Valuing our 

staff 

Positive wellbeing results. 

HWL “Gold” award maintained 

Four community engagements. 

March 2020 HWL award being maintained. Staff 

community clear up, and participation in 

SAC community fun day, Lochside and 

Newton events, and Scottish Housing 

Day event with DWP. 

Increasing 

capacity  

One training day equivalent - each 

Board and staff member. 

March 2020 Report after 31 March. 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

A more 

productive 

team 

Technological 

innovation 

Year on year increase in fieldwork using 

tablets with linkage to My Home 

promotion. 

 

March 2020 iPads now issued for field staff to use.  

 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Promoting our 

achievements 

Revisiting 

successful 

projects 

Enhanced recognition by partners and 

the sector. 

March 2020 Highlight as part of the promotion of the 

core and cluster project at Elba Street. 

Promotion of Lochside regeneration 

project. 

Developing 

our social 

media 

presence 

Number of Board and staff teams 

‘generating copy”. 

March 2020 ICT working group formed. 
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Underpinned by  

The Asset Management Plan 

Objective  Task  Indicator of success By when  Progress to date 

Plan fit for 

purpose 

Stock surveys c20% resurvey a year. June 2020 Included in the revised action 

plan. 

Amended for 

EESSH 2 

Implementation strategy included in Plan. June 2019 Included in action plan to inform 

full review of the plan in 2020. 

Procurement  100% of work in contract. 

Contract management in place for all 

framework and main support contractors. 

March 2020 In place. 

 

The Design Guide  

Objective Task  Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Inspiring but 

deliverable 

Publish Content fully reflected in practice. March 2020 Published in May. Being used for 

new commissions. 

Board 

engagement  

Each project actively sponsored. March 2020 New Development Committee set 

up. 

Incorporate 

project and user 

feedback 

Each scheme reviewed. March 2020 Dailly scheme review completed. 

Quality assurance 180o reviews with consultants and 

contractors. 

KPIs achieved. 

March 2020 New format to be developed. 
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Financial Planning, Value for money and risk management 

Objective Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

A plan which 

underpins 

our 

ambitions 

Robust plan  Guarantees delivery of services. Defines 

investment potential in existing stock and 

acquisitions. 

KPIs set and delivered. 

March 2020 KPIs being monitored quarterly 

alongside covenant compliance 

(see Management Accounts). 

Value for money Management costs better sector 

benchmarks. 

March 2020 Set benchmark being met. 

Annual budget Consistent with financial plan and 

delivered within acceptable parameters. 

March 2020 Being monitored by the Board 

through the quarterly 

management accounts. 
 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Prudent 

approach to 

risk 

Stress testing 

the plan against 

a comprehensive 

risk assessment 

Financial reserves and mitigation 

strategies more than sufficient. 

Compliant with covenants. 

March 2020 Quarterly covenant compliance 

reports to the Board. 

 

Governance compliance and development 

Objective Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Meeting 

Regulatory 

Standards 

Annual self-

assessment 

“Clean” assurance statement. October 2019 SFHA guidance used to develop 

the assurance statement report to 

the Board. 

Financial health 

check 

“Clean” assurance statement. March 2020 Will inform 2020 assurance 

statement. 
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Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

A strong 

Board 

Application of 

the Board 

effectiveness 

policy 

Demonstrate appropriate skills mix and 

personal development by Board and the 

Director. 

June 2019 The 2019 reviews for the Board 

and Director have been 

completed in accordance with the 

new policies. 
 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Equalities 

and diversity  

Annual action 

plan based on 

revised policy 

Plan implemented. March 2020 New policy adopted. 

 

Objective Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

Governance 

and process 

assurance  

Internal Audit 

programme 

Action points cleared within 12 months of 

each report. 

March 2020 Progress being monitored by the 

Audit Committee. 

 

Work area Task Indicator of success When Progress to date 

A safe 

working 

environment  

Health and 

safety 

compliance 

Meet ACS audit assessment. 

 

Positive wellbeing survey response. 

December 

2019 

March 2020 

Small number of issues from 

audit being addressed.  

Survey to be scheduled for 

2020/21. 
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Board Meeting – 25 March 2020 

 

Agenda Item: 9b 

 

Subject: Business Plan Review 

 

Prepared by: Jim Whiston 

 

  

Introduction  

 

The Board adopted a new three-year Business Plan in March 2019. This was on the basis 

that the Plan would be reviewed and edited each year. It was agreed that there would be 

a similar process for the subsidiary Delivery Plan. The latter would be reviewed in relation 

to performance in each year and the changing operating environment.  

 

The Plan is formulated on the basis that if Ayrshire Housing maintains its financial 

strength, operation efficiency, and the trust of the people it services then it has a strong 

rationale to remain as a distinctive and independent organisation.  

 

Review 

 

As can be seen from the Delivery Plan progress report and the financial health check the 

association continues to make very good progress against the vast majority of its 

objectives and targets.  

 

Recommendation  

 

It is suggested that the Business Plan and Delivery Plan only require light revision. It is 

recommended that the Director circulates draft new editions for comment prior to 

publication, and that final sign-off is delegated to the Chair.  
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Board Meeting – 25 March 2020 

 

Agenda item: 8 

 

Subject: Financial matters 

 

Prepared by: Alan Park 

 

For noting 

 
The Management Accounts are submitted to the Board on a quarterly basis with any 

issues of concern or interest being reported on a monthly basis. Below is a summary of 

financial performance for the 9 months to 31 December 2019: 

 

Performance Indicator Ayrshire Housing’s 

target 

Progress to date Status 

Staff/admin costs Less than 22.1% of 

turnover 

9 months to 31 

December 

21.5% 

 

 

Administration cost/tenancy Less than £1,028 per 

tenancy 

9 months to 31 

December 

£957 

 

 

Liquidity – current assets: 

current liabilities  

(exc. Development o/d) 

1.10:1 9 months to 31 

December 

3.05:1 

 

 

Liquidity – cash: current 

liabilities  

(exc. Development o/d) 

1:1 9 months to 31 

December 

2.89:1 

 

 

Interest cover – operating 

surplus: interest payable 

(adjusted for depreciation) 

1.1:1 9 months to 31 

December 

4.93:1 

 

 

Debt per unit 

(excluding assets under 

construction) 

Maximum of £25,000 9 months to 31 

December 

£14,135 

 

 

Maximum Gearing Ratio 

(BoS definition) 

Loans no greater than 

60% of Net Worth 

21%  
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Board Meeting – 25 March 2020 

 

Agenda Item: 9 

 

Subject: Operational matters 

 

Prepared by: Jim Whiston 

 

  

Health and safety  

 

Updates on the Coronavirus (Covid-19) are being provided to the Board on Basecamp.  

 

Board effectiveness and governance 

 

A report will be made to the Board on the recent reviews and proposal for further 

development to the April Board meeting.  

 

Eydent  

 

The briefing session on health and safety took place on 4 March.  

 

Training opportunities within Ayrshire Housing 

 

We continue to provide one to two school placements each year. So far, we have hosted 

one pupil.  

 

Staffing issues 

 

Home working arrangements are being put in place. Updates to the Board are being 

provided via Basecamp. 

 

Staff pension schemes 

 

There is nothing to report since the last Human Resources Committee. 

 

Audit Committee  

 

The minute of the last Audit Committee meeting is at agenda item 9b.  

 

Community engagement and publicity  

 

The Community Grants scheme continues to be promoted. It is suggested that there is a 

discussion regarding the scheme either at a standalone Committee meeting or a Board 

meeting. 

 

The following activities have received press or social media coverage since the last 

meeting: 
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Our attendance at a women and housing event has received coverage in the specialist 

social media. 

 

In addition, Jim Whiston spoke at a seminar on the Place Standard community 

engagement and design tool using the example of our Lochside project. He has been 

asked to repeat the presentation at the Glasgow and West of Scotland Forum of Housing 

Associations regeneration conference in June. 

 

Notifiable events and disposals 

 

Since the last meeting, one notifiable event has been reported to the Scottish Housing 

Regulator. We are monitoring our performance during the Coronavirus pandemic in 

relation to notifiable events guidance.  

 

A consolidated report on notifiable events and disposals in 2019 was given to the Audit 

Committee on 26 February 2020.  
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Board Meeting – 25 March 2020 

Agenda Item: 9a 

Subject: Regulatory compliance self-assessment and financial health check 

Prepared by: Jim Whiston 

  

Introduction 

The association must comply with the regulatory standards of governance and financial 

management set by the Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR). The SHR requires associations to 

assess their governance arrangements against the standards and to take any necessary 

actions to ensure compliance.  

Ayrshire Housing assesses its compliance through for example the annual review of the 

delivery of the business plan and the Board Effectiveness Policy. This report also provides a 

detailed summary of how compliance is maintained for each of the seven regulatory 

standards and the guidance for each at the mid-point between the annual assurance 

statements to the Scottish Housing Regulator, our tenants and other service users. 

Compliance is reviewed each year using the format below. This consists of a review of 

compliance with the regulatory standards and a supporting financial health check. This has 

been updated to take account of the changes to the regulatory standards made by the SHR 

on 28 February 2019. A comment is offered against each of the standards supported as 

appropriate by the financial health check. 

The financial health check provides a summary of the key points of the financial plan. This is 

intended to demonstrate that the association has sufficient financial resources to provide 

services to existing and new tenants over the long-term and has the resilience to absorb the 

cost of adverse events or potential changes in the operating environment.  

Compliance with the regulatory standards 

1 - The Governing Body Leads and directs the RSL to achieve good outcomes for its tenants 

and other services users.  

1.1 The governing body sets the RSL’s strategic direction. It agrees and oversees the 

organisation’s business plan to achieve its purpose and intended outcomes for its 

tenants and other service users. 

Comment – The Board is fully engaged in the production of the business and delivery plans, 

the long-term financial plan and the annual budget. The Board effectiveness reviews confirm 

that the Board is satisfied with the performance management framework.  

1.2 The RSL’s governance policies and arrangements set out the respective roles, 

responsibilities and accountabilities of governing body members and senior officers, and 

the governing body exercises overall responsibility and control of the strategic leadership 

of the RSL. 
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Comment – The Board effectiveness policy clearly states the duties and responsibilities of 

Board members. The Board carries out individual and collective skills audits each year. There 

is clear delegation to the Director coupled with regular review of his performance.  

1.3 The governing body ensures the RSL complies with its constitution and its legal 

obligations. Its constitution adheres to these Standards and the constitutional 

requirements set out below [in the Regulatory Standards].   

Comment – There are standing orders (in the Member’s Handbook) to ensure that decisions 

are made in accordance with the articles of association. The articles acknowledge the 

statutory rights of the SHR. Each Board member also receives guidance on their 

responsibilities as a charity trustee.  

1.4 All governing body members accept collective responsibility for their decisions.  

Comment - Board member obligations in terms of the code of conduct and standing orders 

are covered in induction and formal review meetings. The Board is committed to regular 

reviews of its governance arrangements, for example through externally supported training 

and through internal audit.  

1.5 Governing body members and senior officers understand their respective roles, and 

working relationships are constructive and effective.  

Comment – A performance management framework forms the core of the Board’s meetings. 

The Board has formal review arrangements in place for reviewing the Director’s performance 

through a dedicated committee. 

1.6 Each governing body member always acts in the best interests of the RSL and its tenants 

and service users, and does not place personal or other interest ahead of their primary 

duty to the RSL.  

Comment – The Board has full role descriptions in place for its members as part of the Board 

Effectiveness Policy. Each Board member is conversant with the code of conduct and of their 

primary responsibility to the beneficiaries of the association. The Board supports 

independent tenant scrutiny so as to provide an additional layer of accountability.  

1.7 The RSL maintains its independence by conducting its affairs without control, undue 

reference to or influence by any other body (unless it is constituted as the subsidiary of 

another body). 

Comment – The association’s governance structure is designed to ensure its independence 

through a partnership between tenant and community members. 

2 -  The RSL is open and accountable for what it does. It understands and takes account of 

the needs and priorities of its tenants, service users and stakeholders. And its primary focus 

is the sustainable achievement of these priorities. 

2.1 The RSL gives tenants, service users and other stakeholders information that meets 

their needs about the RSL, its services, its performance and future plans.  

Comment - All tenants are members of the association and receive an annual report and an 

invitation to the AGM. They are consulted on policy changes (including on rents) and the 

content of the annual Charter report. They have the opportunity to participate on a tenant 

scrutiny panel. Owner-occupiers receive full details of the services provided and have the 

opportunity to offer feedback. 
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2.2 The governing body recognises it is accountable to its tenants, and has a wider public 

accountability to the taxpayer as a recipient of public funds, and actively manages its 

accountabilities.  

Comment – The association engages in depth with its tenants and other users. It promotes 

its work through publicity including a comprehensive website. It engages with a wide range 

of local and national bodies. It fully complies with the requirements of funding bodies and in 

addition is committed to public evaluation of its work.  

2.3  The governing body is open about what it does, publishes information about its 

activities and wherever possible, agrees to requests for information about the work of 

the governing body and the RSL. 

 

Comment – The association’s Freedom of Information and Environmental Information 

Policy complies fully with the Freedom of Information Act. Board papers and details of the 

Board members are on the website. 

2.4 The RSL seeks out the needs, priorities, views and aspirations of tenants, service users 

and stakeholders. The governing body takes account of this information in its strategies, 

plans and decisions.  

Comment – The association consults widely with its tenants and other services users. It 

carries out an independent survey of tenant views every three years as well as seeking 

feedback from other users. It seeks to engage and work in partnership with local 

community organisations (eg through providing grants) and with public authorities.  

2.5 The RSL is open, co-operative, and engages effectively with all its regulators, its 

funders, notifying them of anything that may affect its ability to fulfil its obligations. It 

informs the Scottish Housing Regulator about any significant events such as a major issue, 

event or change as set our and required in our notifiable events guidance.  

Comment – The Board is fully aware of its reporting obligations to the Scottish Housing 

Regulator and to other regulatory bodies. The SHR guidance on notifiable events is part of 

each Board member’s online policy pack. The Board is also aware of OSCR’s guidance on 

notifiable events. Reports on notifiable events are made to each Board meeting.  

3 -  The RSL manages its resources to ensure its financial well-being, while maintaining 

rents at a level that tenants can afford to pay.  

 

3.1 The RSL has effective financial and treasury management controls and procedures, to 

achieve the right balance between costs and outcomes, and to control costs effectively. 

The RSL ensures security of assets, the proper use of public and private funds, and 

access to sufficient liquidity at all times.  

 

Comment - The association has comprehensive financial regulations and procedures. The 

Board receives regular reports allowing it to monitor short and long-term financial positions 

and to ensure covenant compliance. These include an annual review of the long-term 

financial plan and a linked risk assessment. The association carries out an annual financial 

health check (see below). 

 

3.2 The governing body fully understands the implications of the treasury management 

strategy it adopts, ensures this is in the best interests of the RSL and that it 

understands the associated risks.  
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Comment – Sound financial understanding is a key consideration of the Board 

Effectiveness Policy. A risk assessment is part of annual review of the financial plan. This is 

summarised in the financial health check below. As a matter of policy, the association does 

not use financial derivatives. 

3.3 The RSL has a robust business planning and control framework and effective systems 

to monitor and accurately report the delivery of its plans. Risks to the delivery of 

financial plans are identified and managed effectively. The RSL considers sufficiently 

the financial implications of risks to the delivery of plans.  

Comment – The delivery of the business and delivery plans, the asset management plan, 

the financial plan and annual budgets are monitored through regular reports (backed where 

appropriate by key performance indicators) to the Board and to the SHR. There is a 

comprehensive risk assessment contained within the business and financial planning 

processes (see below), and as part of setting the annual budget.  

3.4 The governing body ensures financial forecasts are based on appropriate and 

reasonable assumptions and information, including assumptions about what tenants 

can afford to pay and feedback from consultation with tenants on rent increases.  

Comment – The Board is fully briefed with regard to the annual budget and all other 

financial matters.  The Board carries out a full consultation with tenants before approving 

any rent increase. This is addition to feedback obtained through regular tenant surveys and 

the use of the SFHA affordability tool. 

3.5 The RSL monitors, reports and complies with any covenants it has agreed with funders. 

The governing body assesses the risks of these not being complied with and takes 

appropriate action to mitigate and manage them.  

Comment – Covenant compliance is monitored by the Board each quarter. Key 

performance indicators are set yearly to ensure more than sufficient headroom in terms of 

compliance. Annually, how compliance will be maintained is summarised in the financial 

health check. 

3.6 The governing body ensures that employee salaries, benefits and its pension offerings 

are at a level that is sufficient to ensure the appropriate quality of staff to run the 

organisation successfully, but which is affordable and not more than is necessary for 

this purpose.  

Comment – the association adheres fully to the EVH salary scales and terms including for 

the Director.  This ensures that remuneration is neither greater or less than required to 

attract and retain competent employees. There is a dedicated committee to oversee human 

resource issues including pension arrangements. With regard to the latter, independent 

advice is obtained when required by potential changes in the schemes. 

3.7 The governing body ensures the RSL provides accurate and timely statutory and 

regulatory financial returns to the Scottish Housing Regulator. The governing body 

assures itself that it has evidence the data is accurate before signing it off.  

Comment – Approval of the various returns is set within the Board agendas. There are 

robust systems in place for data collection which are periodically subject to external and 

internal audit.  

4 – The governing body bases its decisions on quality information and advice and 

identifies and mitigates risks to the organisation’s purpose.  
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4.1 The governing body ensures that it receives good quality information and advice from 

staff and, where necessary, expert independent advisers, that is timely and appropriate 

to its strategic role and decisions. The governing body is able to evidence any of its 

decisions.  

Comment – Board decisions are based on full and timely reports. External professional 

advice is sought as necessary on audit, legal, technical and pension issues.  

4.2 The governing body challenges and holds the senior officer to account for their 

performance in achieving the RSL’s purpose and objectives.  

Comment – The Board has rigorous performance management reporting in place covering 

all business critical areas. There is dedicated committee reviewing the performance of the 

Director on a quarterly basis.  

4.3 The governing body identifies risks that might prevent it from achieving the RSL’s 

purpose and has effective strategies and systems for risk management and mitigation, 

internal control and audit.  

Comment - The business and financial planning processes, and annual budget setting 

include comprehensive risk assessments. Mitigation of risk is reflected in the delivery plan 

actions and financial controls. There is an annual programme of internal audit which 

focuses on business critical risk areas whether financial, regulatory or representational.  

4.4 Where the RSL is the parent within a group structure if fulfils its responsibilities as 

required in our group structures guidance to (a) control the activities of, and manage 

the risks arising from, its subsidiaries; (b) ensure appropriate use of funds within the 

group, (c) manage and mitigate risk to the core business, and (d) uphold strong 

standards of governance and protect the reputation of the group for investment and 

other purposes.  

Comment – the association’s only subsidiary has not traded for several years. The Financial 

Regulations provide for the appropriate arrangements if the situation changes.  

4.5 The RSL has an internal audit function. The governing body ensures the effective 

oversight of the internal audit programme by an audit committee or otherwise. It has 

arrangements in place to monitor and review the quality and effectiveness of internal 

audit activity, to ensure that it meets its assurance needs in relation to regulatory 

requirements and the Standards of Governance and Financial Management. Where the 

RSL does not have an audit committee, it has alternative arrangements in place to 

ensure that the functions normally provided by a committee are discharged.  

Comment – The association has a comprehensive audit policy which covers the above 

requirements in detail. There is a standing audit committee which meets on a regular basis.  

4.6 The governing body has formal and transparent arrangements for maintaining an 

appropriate relationship with the RSL’s external auditor and its internal auditor.  

Comment – these requirements are covered in the Audit Policy.  

5 – The RSL conducts its affairs with honesty and integrity.  

 

5.1 The RSL conducts its affairs with honesty and integrity and through the actions of the 

governing body and staff, upholds the good reputation of the RSL and the sector.  
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Comment – The association has adopted the sector standard codes of conduct and benefit 

policies.  It ensures that all Board members and staff are conversant with their terms 

including the maintenance of annual individual declarations.  

 

5.2 The RSL upholds and promotes the standards of behaviour and conduct it expects of 

governing body members and staff through an appropriate code of conduct. It 

manages governing body members’ performance, ensures compliance and has a 

robust system to deal with any breach of the code.  

Comment – Sector standard codes of conduct are in place. The annual Board member 

reviews always cover the requirement for additional training and support on governance 

matters.  

5.3 The RSL pays due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, advance equality and 

human rights, and foster good relations across the range of protected characteristics in 

all areas of its work, including its governance arrangements.  

Comment – The Board is carrying out a comprehensive review of its policies and 

procedures with regard to equalities and human rights. Board vacancies are always 

advertised publically for example through local volunteering networks. 

5.4 Governing body members and staff declare and manage openly and appropriately any 

conflicts of interest and ensure that they do not benefit improperly from their position. 

Comment – Board members and staff obligations with regard to the codes of conduct and 

benefits policy are further summarised in their respective handbooks. Board and staff are 

aware of their obligations to maintain their declaration of interests on a no less than annual 

basis. 

5.5 The governing body is responsible for the management, support, remuneration and 

appraisal of the RSL’s senior officer and obtains independent, professional advice, on 

matters where it would be inappropriate for the senior officer to provide advice.  

Comment – the Board reviews the performance and provides support to the Director 

through a dedicated committee. It has sought independent advice on how this should be 

done. The Board is also aware that it can obtain independent advice and support through, 

for example, EVH. 

5.6 There are clear procedures for employees and governing body members to raise 

concerns or whistleblow if they believe that there has been fraud, corruption or other 

wrongdoing within the RSL.  

Comment – There are comprehensive procedures which are summarised in the relevant 

handbooks covering conduct, grievances and whistleblowing.  

5.7 Severance payments are only made in accordance with a clear policy which is 

approved by the governing body, is consistently applied and is in accordance with 

contractual obligations. Such payments are monitored by the governing body to ensure 

that the payment represents value for money. The RSL has considered alternatives to 

severance, including redeployment.  

Comment – The association’s policy is outlined in the Entitlements, Payments and Benefits 

Policy. Severance payments are only made on the express authority of the Board and after 

taking the advice of EVH or other advisors.  
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5.8 Where a severance payment is accompanied by a settlement agreement the RSL does 

not use this to limit public accountability or whistleblowing. The RSL has taken 

professional legal advice before entering into a settlement agreement.  

Comment – A settlement agreement would only ever be entered into after taking 

independent advice and with the authority of the Board. It would never run counter this 

standard.  

6 – The governing body and senior officers have the skills and knowledge they need to be 

effective.  

 

6.1 The RSL has a formal rigorous and transparent process for the election, appointment 

and recruitment of new governing body members. The RSL formally and actively plans 

to ensure orderly succession to governing body places to maintain an appropriate and 

effective composition of governing body members and to ensure sustainability of the 

governing body.  

Comment – Compliance with this standard is covered in a comprehensive Board 

Effectiveness Policy which has been redrafted with the support of a specialist consultant. 

The Board reviews its skills requirements before each annual call for new members.  

 

6.2 The governing body annually assesses the skills, knowledge, diversity and objectivity it 

needs to provide capable leadership, control and constructive challenge to achieve the 

RSL’s purpose, deliver good tenant outcomes, and manage its affairs. It assesses the 

contribution of continuing governing board members, and what gaps there are that 

need to be filled.  

Comment – The Board Effectiveness Policy provides for annual reviews of all Board 

members and for the endorsement of members seeking re-appointment. The reviews also 

inform the call for new Board members. 

 

6.3 The RSL ensures that all governing body members are subject to annual performance 

reviews to assess their contribution and effectiveness. The governing body takes 

account of these annual performance reviews and its skills needs in its succession 

planning and learning and development plans.  The governing body ensures that any 

non-executive member seeking re-election after nine year’s continuous service 

demonstrates continued effectiveness.  

Comment – The Board effectiveness policy provides for annual individual reviews and a 

collective skills audit which then informs a training plan and the call for new members. 

Members with nine years’ service are required to address the continued relevance of their 

participation and to seek the Board’s endorsement of their continued service. 

6.4  The RSL encourages diverse membership as is compatible with its constitution and 

actively engages its membership in the process for filling vacancies on the governing 

body. 

Comment – Every tenant is a member of the association and is actively encouraged to 

contribute to its work through a variety of means including encouragement to join the 

Board. The association is committed to increasing the breadth of its community 

membership through for example links to volunteering networks.   

6.5 The RSL ensures all new governing body members with an effective induction 

programme to enable them to fully understand and exercise their governance 
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responsibilities. Existing governing body members are given ongoing support and 

training to gain, or refresh, skills and expertise and sustain their continued 

effectiveness.  

Comment – An induction programme commences prior to a new member’s first Board 

meeting. The yearly review meetings for all members inform a training plan for Board 

members.  

6.6 If the governing body decides to pay any of its non-executive members then it has a 

policy framework to demonstrate clearly how paying members will enhance decision-

making, strengthen accountability and ownership of decisions, improve overall the 

quality of good governance and financial management and deliver value for money. 

Comment – In adopting the Entitlements, Payments and Benefits Policy, the Board 

confirmed that it would not be appropriate for any Board member to be paid. 

6.7  The governing body is satisfied that the senior officer has the necessary skills and 

knowledge to do his/her job. The governing body sets the senior officer’s objectives, 

oversees performance, ensures annual performance appraisal, and requires 

continuous professional development.  

Comment – The Board has established a committee to review the performance of the 

Director on a quarterly basis. This is done through a process devised with the assistance of 

an independent consultant. 

7 - The RSL ensures that any organisational changes or disposals it makes safeguard the 

interests of, and benefit, current and future tenants.  

Guidance  

Where an RSL is considering organisational or constitutional change, or acquisition or 

disposal of land or assets: 

7.1 The governing body discusses and scrutinises any proposal for organisational change 

and ensures that the proposal will benefit current and future tenants.  

Comment – the Board has no plans to merge in any form with another organisation. Nor are 

there any plans to change the current membership structure of the association. 

7.2 The RSL ensures that its governance structures are as simple as possible, clear and 

allow it to meet the Standards of Governance and Financial Management, 

Constitutional Requirements, and Group Structures guidance.  

Comment – the Board reviewed its governance structure through the 2018 regulatory 

compliance assessment. The annual Board effectiveness reviews also provide an 

opportunity for Board members to reflect on the adequacy of the governance 

arrangements.  

7.3 The RSL ensures adequate consultation with, and support from, key stakeholders 

including tenants, members, funders (who may need to give specific approval) and 

local authorities as well as other regulators.  

Comment – As stated above there are no plans for “organisational or constitutional 

change”.  

7.4 The governing body is satisfied that the new (or changed) organisation will be 

financially viable, efficient and will provide good outcomes for tenants. 
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Comment – As stated above there are no plans for “organisational or constitutional 

change”.  

7.5 The establishes robust monitoring systems to ensure that delivery of the objective of 

the change and of commitments made to tenants are achieved (for example in relation 

to service standards, operating costs and investment levels).  

Comment – As stated above there are no plans for “organisational or constitutional 

change”.  

7.6 Charitable RSLs seek consent/notify OSCR of changes to their constitution and other 

guidance as appropriate.  

Comment – The association always complies with OSCR and Companies House reporting 

requirements. 

7.7 The governing body ensures disposals, acquisitions and investments fit with the RSL’s 

objectives and business plan, and that it strategy is sustainable. It considers these 

taking account of appropriate professional advice and value for money – whether as 

part of a broader strategy or on a case by case basis.  

Comment – All development investment decisions are set within the parameters of the 

business and financial plans, and the Risk Management Policy. The policy on individual 

disposals is contained within the Asset Management Plan.  

7.8 The RSL complies with regulatory guidance on tenant consultation, ballots and 

authorisation,  

Comments – The association has no plans to seek “organisational or constitutional 

change”.  

7.9 The RSL notifies the Regulator of disposals in accordance with regulatory guidance.  

Comment – The association always complies with regulatory or statutory requirements. 

7.10  The RSL only agrees fixed or floating charges where the assets are used to support    

core activities. This should exclude providing security in relation to staff pensions.  

Comment – Such charges are only provided for in connection with investment decisions in 

accordance with the business and financial plans. 

Financial health check 

 

In reviewing the delivery and financial plans which underpin the three-year Business Plan, 

the Board has to be confident that it continues to reflect the financial capacity of the 

association to deliver quality services and any new ventures, and to deal with the risks that 

it is exposed to. 
 

The health check below follows the structure suggested by the Scottish Housing Regulator 

in their guidance on business planning. The check is updated annually. 

 

• Financial Viability 
 

 

• Is the baseline plan sustainable in the short, medium and long term? The 

association has a fully funded 30 financial business plan in place. This 

underpins the agreed budget for 2020-21. The budget contains a 

comprehensive statement on risk management. This demonstrates that the 
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association has the strength to withstand all the identified risks even if they 

were all to materialise at their modelled intensity. 
 

 

• Are there adequate cash reserves throughout the life of the plan? The long 

term financial plan shows that reserves are more than adequate both to 

address long term stock maintenance obligations and to provide cover for 

envisaged risks. 

The plan identifies the potential for ongoing investment in terms of stock 

growth. This has to be done on the basis that the primary obligation to maintain 

our stock to the benefit of existing and future tenants is not compromised. The 

plan demonstrates that this can be achieved. 

 

The plan has been tested against a range of sensitivities as outlined in the 

annex.  

 

• Rent Affordability 
 

 

• Can the level of income generated support the business activities? Current 

levels of income are sufficient to underpin the long-term business plan. 

Both in terms of tenant affordability and of risk management, the plan makes 

very prudent assumptions about rental growth. 
 

 

• Are rents affordable now and in the future and what impact will rent levels 

and welfare reform have on arrears in the future?   Tenant feedback (for 

example the 2019 independent survey and the 2020 rent consultation) 

indicates general satisfaction with current rent levels. Current rents have been 

benchmarked against those of other Ayrshire social landlords using SHR data and 

the SFHA affordability tool. Containing future increases will though remain a 

priority to minimise the risk of higher arrears notwithstanding the 

management arrangements already in place. Continuing tenant consultation 

and engagement on rent affordability remains a priority. This will inform the 

brief for the forthcoming three-yearly tenant survey and the next rent 

consultation. 
 

 

• Are rent levels linked to the delivery of tenants’ needs and to the provision 

of services tenants want?  There is a high level of satisfaction with services 

provided and also support for continuing to provide additional services 

including developing new housing. Feedback will be regularly sought to ensure 

that this remains the case.  
 

 

• Debt Affordability 
 

• Can borrowing be financed now and in the future? A hedging strategy is in 

place with currently approximately two thirds of loans at fixed rates. The 

long-term financial plan and risk management strategy fully support current 

borrowing and will provide the basis to consider further borrowings. This is 

supported by an annual treasury management review. 
 

 

• Is borrowing affordable, sustainable and prudent? As noted, the current 

borrowing is subject to a hedging strategy and borrowing costs are being 
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managed in terms of the long-term financial plan with reference to a prudent 

weighted cost of capital figure. 
 

 

• Investment 
 

 

o Are   there   sufficient   levels   of   investment   in   the   stock?  The   asset 

management plan was subject to external review in 2018 and found to be 

robust. Its requirements are fully reflected in the long-term financial business 

plan and risk management strategy. The asset management plan is subject 

to annual review to reflect feedback from a programme of stock surveys and 

the impact of new statutory or regulatory requirements, for example with 

regard to energy efficiency and fire protection. 

 
o Is there an integrated approach to asset management? We are fortunate to 

have a very attractive stock profile. We have reduced our exposure to the 

high void rates emerging in the furnished letting portfolio with the transfer of 

a large proportion of the units to mainstream letting.  

 
• Service Delivery 

 

 
o Can service delivery be maintained at required levels? The association 

has sufficient income and resources to at t h e  v e r y  least maintain current 

service levels. This assessment is backed by the risk management strategy. 

The association is investing in technology to both improve tenant choice and 

productivity, for example with the My Home online service to tenants. 
 

 

o How does the RSL compare to its peers? Ayrshire Housing’s performance 

compares well with local peers as can be seen by using the Scottish 

Housing Regulator’s comparison too. In setting performance targets, we 

strive to better peer performance with reference to Charter and Scotland’s 

Housing Network benchmarks. 

 

• Performance and Efficiency Review 

 

o What aspects of the business work well? The Board received an external 

review of its governance in 2018. This identified the performance 

management reporting as a key strength. It ensures a focus on quality service 

delivery and maintaining rental income. It provides the context for responsive 

management for example in the development of a successful money advice 

service and developing collaborative working within our staff team and with 

our key contractors. 

 

o How does the RSL compare to its peers? The association regularly checks its 

performance against its peers for example before agreeing a rent increase 

and setting the annual budget. Our rents are comparable to other Ayrshire 

associations and our service levels generally better peer and sector 

averages. One good measure of underlying organisational efficiency is letting 

income per employee: 
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Whilst we should be careful about such comparisons, on balance this would 

suggest relatively healthy productivity. This should translate into good quality 

day to day services, and the maintenance of the financial strength for build 

and existing stock investment, and to accommodate risks. 
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Annex  

Sensitivity Analysis 

The plan has been tested against a range of scenarios and sensitivities against our base 

financial plan for the 30 years to assess the impact of risks with which to assess our long 

term financial and development capacity. 

All of the variables are compared to our base plan which includes the delivery of the current 

pipeline development programme. 

The base plan identifies that there is a need for real rent increases in early years when 

new development impacts greatest on cash flow but there is scope to limit future increases 

to inflation only if development opportunities decline either through lack of funding or 

actual land availability. One area sensitised not shown in the table relates to the unlikely 

event of some sort of rent control by the government. It must be stressed that there is no 

indication that any form of rent control will be forthcoming but we modelled the impact of 

a 1% below inflation limit based on the formula introduced in England in recent years.  We 

kept the base plan expenditures the same and the graph below represents the impact 

such a ‘real’ reduction would have on the financial plan.  Obviously, such a reduction would 

adversely affect our ability to provide services and maintain properties and this should be 

seen as an unlikely scenario and is therefore included here only for demonstration 

purposes and does not form part of the overall assessment. 

Graph 1 – Impact of ‘real’ rent reduction of 1% per annum on Turnover 

 

 

Graph 2 – Graph of current financial projections 
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Incorporating our strong opening cash position, it is possible to sensitise the base plan 

based on certain scenarios by increasing projected costs across maintenance expenditure, 

pension deficit costs, variable rate interest charges, void loss, bad debts and further 

unplanned additional expenditure in management costs.  We can demonstrate that in the 

unlikely event that all of these events occur then the available planned cash surpluses 

added to our opening position would be able to absorb these additional costs.  We can 

also demonstrate that the key banking covenant of interest cover would not be breached 

by the effect of the sensitised increases. 

Scenario Sensitivity 

Management costs increase (including 

pension deficit contributions) 

Plus 15% annually 

Variable interest rates increase Plus 50% annually 

Void and Bad Debt Losses increase Plus 10% annually 

Reactive repairs costs increase Plus 20% annually 

Planned maintenance costs increase Plus 20% annually 

 

Using our strong opening cash position means that the aggregate of all of the above 

sensitivities should they occur would not exceed the base plan cash availability nor would 

our key banking covenant of interest rate cover be breached. 

These can be shown in graphical form as follows: 

Graph 3 – Cumulative aggregate additional costs from sensitivity analysis compared to 

base plan cash availability 
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Minutes of the Audit Committee meeting held on Wednesday 26 February 2020 at 4pm 

in Main Street, Ayr 

 

 

Present: Kenny George (Chair) 

 Frances Maguire 

 Bobby Pyper 

      

In attendance:     Jim Whiston 

Caroline Donald  

Kirsty Broadfoot (Minutes) 

 

1. Apologies 

 

Kenny agreed to act as the Chair of the Committee.  

Apologies were received from Simon Leslie, Gemma Collins and Mike Tomlinson. 

2. Declarations of interest 

 

None were declared. 

 

3. Minutes of Audit Committee Meeting 28 August 2019 

 

The minutes of the above meeting were noted. 

 

4. Appointment of the external auditor 

 

Jim confirmed the appointment of Alexander Sloan Accountants as our new external 

auditor following the retiral of Armstrongs and a tendering process. 

 

5. Letter of Engagement and Audit Plan 2019-20 

 

Jim confirmed that a Letter of Engagement had been prepared by Alexander Sloan to 

be signed by the Chair of the Board. He confirmed that the audit would be carried out 

in June, there may be the chance for the Board to be introduced to representatives 

from Alexander Sloan. A formal report will be made to the Committee in August. The 

Committee agreed to recommend the signing of this document and noted the contents 

of the Audit Plan for 2019-20. 

 

6. Internal Audit Reviews 

 

Jim explained the background behind the internal audit programme, advising that the 

Performance and Quality team are starting a new audit of the allocations process, a 

report will be made to the Board in June. Jim went on to run through the audit action 

plans for three previous internal audits. The first audit was the Responsive 

Maintenance Service. Jim highlighted that a number of areas had been unable to be 

closed off due to issues around, for example, incomplete procedure notes. Jim advised 
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that he will meet with David McGivern and Jim Purvis to discuss the issues and a 

deadline has been set for August to conclude the internal audit exercise. Good progress 

has been made in the void management plan. A report will be made to the Committee 

in August. Jim went on to advise that good progress had also been made within the rent 

and arrears management action plan. Frances asked if there is a red-flag system for 

non-payment of rent. Jim advised that the team have very good systems in place for 

recovering arrears. 

 

7. Treasury Management Report as at 31 December 2019 

 

Jim summarised the report, which was noted by the Committee. 

 

8. Review arrangements for Whistleblowing and Detection of Fraud 

 

Jim spoke about the Whistleblowing Policy which had been issued in October 2019. 

He highlighted the letter from the Regulator which had been sent to all RSLs and 

advised that we need to be vigilant as there had been a few cases of fraudulent 

invoicing in other associations. Bobby noted that the Whistleblowing Policy mentioned 

both the roles of the Board Chair and the Chair of the Audit Committee. Caroline will 

report to the Committee in June on the need for further clarification. 1  

 

9. Review of the Annual Accounts Statement on Internal Financial Control 

 

Jim summarised the pertinent points. The Committee approved the draft statement. 

 

10. Review of the Risk Management Strategy 

 

Jim summarised the key points, highlighting that Alan feels that the current policy is 

adequate, subject to a full review in 2022. The Committee noted the report. 

 

11. Report on Notifiable Events and Disposals 

 

Jim discussed the report, highlighting that the only event which had been notified 

formally to the Regulator in 2019 had been the retiral of the external auditor.  

 

The Committee noted the report.  

 

The Chair thanked all for their attendance and contributions. 

  

The meeting closed at 5.15pm. 

 

Signed 

 

Dated 

 

 
1 Caroline to check EVH Whistleblowing policy. 
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